MY FRIEND THE ‘ELEPAIO

DIRECTIONS:
1. COLOR THEN CUT OUT HEAD AND BEAK ON SOLID BLACK LINES DO NOT CUT OFF BEAK OR HEAD TABS.
2. FOLD BEAK IN HALF ON DOTTED LINES AND TAPE TABS TO TRIANGLE ON FACE.
3. OVERLAP BIRD FOREHEAD OVER THE “HEAD TAB” AND LINE UP EDGE TO DOTTED LINES. TAPE ONTO TAB ON BACKSIDE OF HEAD.
4. TAPE TO HAT BAND TO MAKE INTO A CROWN.
**Meet the ‘Elepaio**

- The Hawai‘i ‘elepaio is also called *Chasiempis sandwichensis* by people who study birds.
- They live on Hawai‘i Island and nowhere else in the world!
- They are chestnut brown with white and black markings and a black bill.
- The ‘elepaio are early risers! They are the first ones up in the morning and start their day singing. They are also the last birds to go to sleep at night.
- ‘Elepaio like to whistle, chatter, and call, but they are best known for their song which sounds like e-le-PAI-o, e-le-PAI-o.

---

**Hat Band Instructions**

1. Cut out both hat band pieces.
2. Staple one band to each side of head aligned with bottom edge. Put band around your head to measure.
3. Tape overlapping ends together.
4. Staple completed bird head to front of band with bottom edge aligned to bottom edge of hat band.